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THE ROLE OF PAIRING CORRELATIONS FOR THEDESCRIPTION OF � VIBRATIONS ATSUPERDEFORMED SHAPES�Piotr Magierskiy and Ramon WyssPhysis Department Fresati, Royal Institute of TehnologyS-10405 Stokholm, Sweden(Reeived January 13, 1999)In this paper we analyze the possibility of the appearane of quadrupolevibrational states in superdeformed nulei from the A � 150 region. Wedisuss the role of pairing orrelations for a proper desription of quadrupolevibrations, espeially of the � type.PACS numbers: 27.70.+q, 21.10.Re, 21.60.-n, 21.60.JzThe theoretial study of �-vibrations of deformed and rotating nuleihave so far been addressed rather rarely. The � vibrations are known toouple strongly with the pairing modes of the nuleus [1, 2℄. Hene, toobtain their orret desription requires the proper treatment of pairingorrelations in nulei. This fat is espeially important for the high spinstates where the standard BCS theory breaks down. Another problem isassoiated with the fat that the pairing interation in the form it is used inmost appliations (i.e. monopole pairing) violates the Galilean invariane.This implies that the dependene of the �-vibrational states on the pairinginteration ontains an unphysial omponent.In the present paper we would like to analyze the in�uene of pairingorrelations on the properties of �-vibrational states in both normally de-formed as well as superdeformed nulei from the mass region A � 150. Thisinvestigation was inspired by reent reports indiating the existene of a�-vibrational band in superdefomed 150Gd [3℄ and 148Gd [4℄.� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998.y On leave of absene from Institute of Physis, Warsaw University of Tehnology,Warsaw, Poland. (815)



816 P. Magierski, R. WyssThe study has been performed in the QRPA approximation using theWoods�Saxon single partile states as a basis. The inlusion of the pairingorrelations in the mean-�eld has been ahieved by solving the HFB equa-tions. The details of these alulations were desribed elsewhere [5℄. TheQRPA method aims at �nding the exited states of the Hamiltonian:Ĥ = Ĥqp + Ĥint =X� E!��+� �� + 12Xi �iQ̂+i Q̂i ; (1)where �, �+ are the quasipartile operators, and E! are quasipartile ener-gies. The supersript ! is used to desribe the rotating system. The per-turbation of the single quasipartile Hamiltonian is aused by a separableinteration where Q̂i denote the following operators:(i) quadrupole operators in the partile-hole hannel: Q̂2�,(ii) monopole pairing operator: P̂00,(iii) quadrupole pairing operators: P̂2�.Sine we study deformed systems we use the double-strethed operatorswhih represent a remarkable improvement over the onventional modes inthe sense that they satisfy the self-onsisteny between the nuleoni densityand the potential. Another advantage is that the selfonsistent strengths ofthe multipole interations do not depend on the K quantum number [6℄.In our alulations we have adjusted the strength of the interation inthe partile-hole hannel to obtain the spurious 1+ mode at zero energy. Itshould be emphasized that the determination of the oupling onstant atzero frequeny is in general not valid for high spin states. We an assumethat suh an approximation is justi�ed if the deformation along the banddoes not di�er onsiderably. That is in fat the ase for many well developedrotational strutures in nulei, in partiular for the superdeformed bands.For all nulei we disuss in this paper, the hange of the energy of thespurious mode along the rotational band does not exeed 150 keV.The value of the quadrupole pairing interation was adjusted to restorethe Galilean invariane in the RPA approximation [7, 8℄.The RPA equations an be expressed in the form:[Ĥqp + Ĥint; X̂n℄RPA = ~
nX̂n; (2)where ~
n are the exitation energies. The operator X̂n has the form:X̂n =X�<�(�n���+� �+� �  n������); (3)



The Role of Pairing Correlations for the Desription of � Vibrations... 817where �n and  n represent forward and bakward amplitudes of the solution,respetively. Equation (2) for separable fores is equivalent to:det 1�i Æij +Rij(
)! = 0; (4)with a multidimensional response funtion R.

Fig. 1. The exitation energy of the � and  vibrations as a funtion of the pairingstrength G=G0 for two nulei: 160Dy and 162Dy. Open and �lled irles denote theexperimental  and � vibrational states, respetively. In the lower part the relativetransitions matrix elements for protons and neutrons are shown (see legend).In order to illustrate the dependene of the � vibration on pairing or-relations in the mean-�eld we onsider �rst normally deformed nulei (seeFig.1). The transition matrix elements were normalized to their values atnormal pairing strength G0. In this alulation the oupling of the � and modes to the pairing modes has not been taken into aount. It is learly vis-ible that in both ases the �-vibrational states are more sensitive to pairingorrelations in the mean �eld. Note the nie agreement between experimentand theory for the vibrational states.
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Fig. 2. To the left, the exitation energy of the � vibration is shown as a funtion ofthe pairing strength (dashed-dotted line). Thin solid lines denote unperturbed two-quasipartile exitation energies. To the right, transition matrix elements have beenplotted in a similar manner. Only the results for the favoured signature quantumnumber have been shown.We onsider now superdeformed state of 150Gd at the rotational fre-queny ~! = 0:55 MeV. In this ase the normal HFB theory breaks downgiving only trivial unpaired solutions. In suh a ase no olletive � vibra-tions an be obtained. In order to take into aount the e�et of partilenumber �utuations we employ the Lipkin�Nogami method. Although themethod is not onsistent with the QRPA approah it an be treated as a toolfor generating a �nite pairing gap. In �gure 2 we have shown the behavior

Fig. 3. The exitation energy of the � vibrational state as a funtion of rotationalfrequeny (left �gure). The right �gure shows the transition matrix elements (forfurther informations see text). Only the results for the favoured signature quantumnumber have been shown.



The Role of Pairing Correlations for the Desription of � Vibrations... 819of the exitation energy and transition matrix elements as a funtion of themonopole pairing strength. One an notie that the olletivity of the bandis inreasing with inreasing pairing strength. For weak pairing orrelationsin the mean �eld the �-vibrational state looses its olletive harater. AtG = 0 the alulations show only slightly perturbed two-quasipartile exi-tations present. It also turns out that the oupling to pairing modes does notin�uene the result signi�antly. In �gure 3 we have shown the �-vibrationalbands obtained for the ase of:(i) no oupling to the pairing modes (dotted line),(ii) oupling to the monopole pairing (dashed line),(iii) oupling to both monopole and quadrupole pairing modes (bold solidline).The result shows that the oupling with the pairing modes produes onlya slight shift of the exitation energy of the �-vibrational state. The har-ater of the state determined by the transition matrix elements remainsunhanged.A similar result is obtained for the SD bands in 148Gd and 150Dy.The following onlusions an be drawn from the presented alulations:� There is an indiation for the presene of olletive � vibrational statesbuilt on the superdeformed states in the A � 150 mass region.� The presene of pairing orrelations in the mean �eld is a neessaryondition for the existene of � vibrational states in A � 150 region.Hene, the observation of �-bands at SD shapes will on�rm the im-portane of pairing orrelations at high angular momenta.� In order to obtain a proper desription of � vibrational bands forsuperdeformed states the method is needed to take into aount pairingorrelations beyond the BCS limit. A possible reipe ompatible withthe QRPA method is to perform selfonsistent RPA alulations usingthe pairing interation only, and then onstrut the RPA method witha partile-hole interation.� The oupling of the pairing modes to the � vibrations does not produea large orretion to neither the exitation energy nor transition matrixelements at SD shapes.Helpful disussions with Dr. Hideo Sakamoto are aknowledged. PMaknowledge the �nanial support from the Swedish Institute and the GöranGustafsson fundation.
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